Background {#Sec1}
==========

The prediction of protein--peptide complexes is a demanding modeling challenge, particularly when significant conformational changes occur in the binding process. The modeling of large-scale dynamics during binding cannot be effectively performed with standard simulation tools of all-atom resolution. A significant speed-up in flexible docking simulations can be achieved using coarse-grained protein models \[[@CR1]\]. The CABS-dock is a method based on a coarse-grained model that is one of the most effective approaches to the simulations of large conformational changes during protein binding \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\]. The CABS-dock is available as a web server \[[@CR4]--[@CR6]\]. The method doesn't use any knowledge about peptide structure or a peptide binding site. Additional information on the protein--peptide interaction interface (obtained from experiments or theoretical predictions) may significantly improve the docking accuracy \[[@CR7]\]. For example, the majority of state-of-the-art protein--peptide docking tools, like Rosetta FlexPepDock \[[@CR8]\] or HADDOCK \[[@CR9]\], follow the data-driven docking paradigm. The Rosetta FlexPepDock method enables selection of the "anchoring residue", a residue that will be constrained during simulation on a given anchoring position. On the other hand, the HADDOCK approach uses so-called "ambiguous interaction restraints" that label receptor residues as "active" or "passive" in peptide binding.

In the CABS-dock method, the most intuitive way to introduce information about protein--peptide contact(s) is to apply distance constraint(s) on a chosen residue pair during the simulation. The side-chain contact information may be derived either directly from structural experiments or with bioinformatics tools. The possible approaches include binding site prediction \[[@CR10]\], similarity based docking \[[@CR11]\] or analysis of protein sequence co-evolution \[[@CR12]\]. In this work, we present a strategy for incorporating the information on protein--peptide side-chain interactions into the CABS-dock procedure. The developed protocol for docking driven by side-chain contact information leads to a significant improvement in modeling accuracy as compared with CABS-dock docking in the default mode.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

CABS model {#Sec3}
----------

The CABS-dock uses a CABS coarse-grained protein model for flexible docking simulations. The main features of the CABS model (described in detail elsewhere \[[@CR13]\] and also in recent review \[[@CR1]\]) are summarized below:Coarse-grained representation of molecules: each amino acid residue is represented by three pseudo-atoms: **C**arbon **A**lpha (Cα), carbon **B**eta and the **S**ide-chain. To mimic the peptide bond, the fourth center of interactions is defined in the geometrical center of the virtual Cα--Cα bond. Positions of the Cα atoms are restricted to the cubic lattice, whereas other pseudoatoms are placed off the lattice.Statistical force field: the energy of the complex models is related to the frequency of interactions observed in already solved structures available in the PDB \[[@CR14]\];Sampling of the configurational space is controlled by the Replica Exchange Monte Carlo scheme.

Such a design of the CABS model leads to significant simulation speed-up, by three to four orders of magnitude with regard to all-atom molecular dynamics. At the same time, reasonable resolution of modeled structures is preserved, as coarse-grained models may be easily rebuilt to realistic all-atom representation. The CABS model was successfully applied to a variety of modeling tasks including: protein structure prediction \[[@CR15], [@CR16]\], simulations of folding mechanisms \[[@CR17]--[@CR20]\], flexibility of globular proteins \[[@CR21], [@CR22]\] and modeling of protein--protein and protein--peptide complexes \[[@CR23]--[@CR28]\].

CABS-dock docking procedure {#Sec4}
---------------------------

The pipeline of the CABS-dock method for protein--peptide docking \[[@CR4]--[@CR6]\] is presented in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The modeling procedure consists of four steps: (1) initial setup, (2) coarse-grained simulation, (3) model selection and (4) model refinement.Fig. 1CABS-dock pipeline. The pipeline shows CABS-dock in the default mode (without any contact information) and additional input information used in the contact driven mode (marked in *orange*)

Initial setup {#Sec5}
-------------

In the initial setup the receptor structure is translated into coarse-grained representation. Subsequently, ten copies of the peptide in random conformations are generated for the replica exchange method and also transformed into coarse-grained representation. As in the default docking mode, random peptide conformations are randomly scattered around the receptor at distances up to 20 Å from the receptor molecular surface. The information about the side-chain contacts between the receptor and the peptide is transformed into soft distance restraints imposed on the modeled molecules.

Simulation {#Sec6}
----------

The coarse-grained simulation of the system is carried out in ten copies at different temperatures, with the exchange of coordinates between copies every given number of simulation cycles. The peptide molecule is fully flexible during the docking simulation. In the contact-driven mode of the CABS-dock method, we introduced a simple contact potential described by the following formula:
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                \begin{document}$$D_{0}$$\end{document}$ is the distance below which the potential vanishes and *s* is the slope of the potential line. This potential is also depicted in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Its role is to draw the ligand molecule to the binding site, but not to contribute to the final conformational energy of the complex. As in the default CABS-dock modeling mode \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\] the receptor molecule is also flexible, both on the side-chain and backbone level, but kept in near native conformation by distance restraints.Fig. 2A simple attractive potential for side-chain contact. The potential introduces an energetic penalty (E) that is dependent on the distance (D) between pseudoatoms representing selected side chain contact (see also Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""})

Model selection {#Sec7}
---------------

CABS-dock simulation provides 10,000 alternative models of the complex. From this set the 1000 top scored complexes (with the lowest CABS interaction energy) are selected for the next step. Final selection is done by clustering the 1000 models using the k-medoid procedure with k = 10 and ligand RMSD (root mean square deviation of peptide coordinates after superposition of receptor molecules) as the measure of model similarity. The medoids from each cluster are selected for the next step as 10 top ranked models. The ranking from 1st to 10th is based on cluster density values (number of cluster models divided by their average difference within a cluster). Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows consecutive stages of model selection.Fig. 3CABS-dock predictions for the 3d1e complex. The image shows CABS-dock 3d1e predictions in two docking modes: default mode (*left column*, without using any information about the binding interface) and contact information mode (*right column*, using information about a single side-chain contact). The *upper panels* show sets of 10,000 models. The *middle panels* show sets of 1000 top scored models. The *lower panel* shows sets of 10 top scored models obtained in both docking modes. Peptide models obtained in default and contact information mode are colored in *orange* and *cyan*, respectively. The peptide model with the lowest RMSD (from the contact information mode) is shown in *green*, the peptide from the experimental complex in *magenta*, and the receptor residue belonging to the side-chain contact used in the docking is marked in *red*. Ligand-RMSD between this model and the experimental peptide structure is 1.76 Å

Refinement {#Sec8}
----------

Finally, 10 top ranked models are reconstructed to all-atom representation. For this task, CABS-dock method uses an automated Modeller procedure \[[@CR29]\].

Results and discussion {#Sec9}
======================

We tested the developed protocol (for driving CABS-dock docking with side-chain(s) contact information) on several protein--peptide complexes from previous CABS-dock tests (without contact information, default docking settings) \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\]. The results, together with comparison (default docking vs. docking with contact information) are presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. In each case, a single protein--peptide contact for driving the docking was chosen randomly (see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The parameters of the attractive potential for side-chain contacts (see Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) were set as: *D* ~*0*~ = 5.0 Angstroms, *s* = 1.0. Like in our previous CABS-dock tests \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\], preferred secondary structures of the peptides were taken from the native structures of the complexes.Table 1Comparison of CABS-dock docking performance without (default) vs. with information about a randomly selected contactDocking without contact information (default CABS-dock settings)Docking driven by random contact informationPDBRMSD^10k^RMSD^1k^RMSD^100^RMSD^10^RMSD^10k^RMSD^1k^RMSD^100^RMSD^10^2v3s2.422.423.488.891.301.371.651.772vj02.092.964.123.912.713.003.003.402zjd2.352.692.794.601.772.032.033.063bfq10.2011.5314.2213.481.471.472.342.893bu36.877.067.718.863.624.455.335.473bwa2.422.753.173.942.002.322.363.553cvp4.524.678.4710.142.372.983.914.293d1e4.396.598.1818.821.761.762.011.763d9t3.564.347.2510.061.962.693.423.72The table shows RMSD values showing the lowest RMSD value from: 10,000 CABS-dock models (RMSD^10k^), 1000 top-scored CABS-dock models (RMSD^1k^), 100 top-scored CABS-dock models (RMSD^100^), 10 top-scored CABS-dock models (RMSD^10^) Table 2Input data for CABS-dock protein--peptide docking using information about side-chain contactsPDBReceptor chainPeptide sequenceID of contact residuesReceptorPeptide2v3sBGRFQVT44942vj0APKGWVTFE78232zjdAGGDDDWTHLS3593bfqGADSTITIRGYVRDNR11753bu3AYNPYPEDYGDIEIG1181113bwaAFPTKDVAL6613cvpANRASKL55743d1eAGQLGLF36413d9tBATPFQE3074Single contacts were randomly selected from native contacts (defined using 5 Å distance cut-off based on positions of heavy atoms)

For most of the docking cases, we noted significant improvement (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). One of the cases (PDB ID: 3d1e) is shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. For this test case, in the default CABS-dock mode (without any contact information), the accuracy of predictions in the set of ten top-scored models was very low (RMSD^10^ was 18.82 Å, the peptides are shown in orange). Side-chain contact information enables restraining the conformational sampling of a peptide to the broad neighborhood of the contact. This resulted in the selection of 10 top-scored peptides that were much closer to the binding site than in the default docking mode.

Another docking example of 3bfq complex is presented in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. In this case, a much longer peptide (15 residues) was docked. As compared to docking in the default mode, the use of contact information enabled significant improvement of the docking accuracy, however, there is still room for improvement. Namely, the lowest RMSD model out of the 10,000 models is much more accurate than that out of the 10 top-scored models, which is also the case for other modeled complexes (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). CABS-dock top-scored predictions for all testing cases are presented in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 4CABS-dock predictions for the 3bfq complex. The image shows comparison of the experimental peptide pose (in *magenta*, taken from the 3bfq complex) with CABS-dock models using contact information: the best from ten top-scored models (in *green*, RMSD^10^ = 2.89 Å) and the best from 10,000 models (in *cyan*, RMSD^10k^ = 1.47 Å). Additionally, the best model from 10 top-scored models without contact information (default mode) is shown (in *orange*, RMSD^10^ = 10.02 Å). The receptor residue belonging to the side-chain contact used in the docking is marked in *red* Fig. 5CABS-dock top-scored predictions. Peptide models with the lowest RMSD among 10 top-scored models are shown in *green*, peptides from the experimental complex in *magenta*, and the receptor residue belonging to the side-chain contact used in the docking is marked in *red*

Conclusions {#Sec10}
===========

The accurate characterization of protein--peptide interfaces is important for understanding the molecular basis of life and rational design of peptide therapeutics \[[@CR30]\]. Also, the lessons learnt from protein--peptide molecular docking can be extremely valuable in addressing important questions regarding the modeling of protein--protein interactions \[[@CR31], [@CR32]\].

In this work we demonstrated how very sparse and easily accessible data may improve structure prediction of protein--peptide complexes with the CABS-dock method. We introduced a simple protocol that transforms information about expected protein--peptide contacts into soft restraints, which enable extensive sampling of the peptide conformational space in a large area around the defined contact. Further development of the protocol will provide a promising tool for high-throughput studies, incorporated into a publicly available CABS-dock server. Our protocol can be easily combined with other bioinformatics tools, for contact prediction, or with experimental data \[[@CR7]\]. The former is an especially promising approach as there already are numerous methods that could be incorporated in such a pipeline (for example binding site prediction tools \[[@CR7], [@CR33], [@CR34]\]). Additional improvements can be achieved using better scoring and selection procedures that would be able to fish out the best accuracy peptide models out of a large set of CABS-dock predictions. This can be done in various ways, for example, using external force-fields (e.g. all-atom molecular dynamics \[[@CR5]\]) or machine learning approaches \[[@CR35]\].
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